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…if you do it right. When I launched my first site, I did it all wrong. I was in over 

my head and my results were what you’d expect. No visitors, no engagement, 

no income. But something happened along the way. I became obsessed. 
 
I was obsessed with discovering how to make my website work—how to make 

it connect with my audience, build my community, and turn visitors into happy 

customers and clients. And though it took years of trial and error to figure it all 

out, I was able to “crack the code.” That first website eventually made over 

$1,000,000, changing everything about my life as a result. 
 
I was able to do what I loved, when and where I wanted to do it. I was 

able to work with the people that lit me up. And I was able to make a 

difference for the people I most wanted to serve. 
 

That’s the power of a website that works. It can transform your business, 

turning what you’re already doing into ten times the results, just as it can 

transform your life, allowing you to do what you love every single day. 
 
It’s your face to the world, your PR representative, your 24/7 automated sales 

force that makes the perfect pitch to each and every person that comes your 

way. But you’ve got to do it right. 
 

What did I discover all those years ago that made the difference? What turned 

my ghost town of a website into a machine that consistently turned visitors 

into clients? The pages ahead will let you in on seven of my secrets… 

 

 

 
 
Jason Gracia 
CEO, SavvyHippo savvyhippo.com 





Whether we like it or not, every visitor subconsciously judges our ability by our 

design—amateur design equals amateur ability. It’s not true, of course, but 

this is the way the average visitor's brain works and we have to take it into 

account when building a website. So, how do we look professional? 
 

Page Layouts: Use low-calorie page layouts—layouts that don’t exhaust the 

minds and eyes of your visitors with mountains of continuous text. Instead, 

use open layouts that give your words room to breathe, small blocks of easy-

to-read copy, and images to break up the content. 
 

Colors: Use a color scheme generator (Google “color scheme generator”) to 

find a group of colors that work well together. Choose one as your primary 

brand color and choose one to two as accents. Stay consistent with these 

colors throughout your site and brand materials. 
 

Fonts: As with colors, Google “font pairs” to find a header font (used for 

headlines and callouts) and body font (used for body copy) that are paired 

properly. The pair you choose should be easy to read, large or small, and be 

used consistently throughout the site and in all materials. 
 

Images: The most important design piece of a professional coaching website 

is professional headshots. More than anything else, they pre-frame you as a 

desirable authority in your market. Along with headshots, use high-quality, 

high-resolution stock images. Low-quality pictures, as with everything else 

amateur, will plant the thought that you are an equally low-quality coach. 





Now that we’ve covered looks, we can dive into the way your website works. 

Great coaching websites aren’t brochures. They’re machines. They have 

built-in processes that take in new visitors and turn out paying clients. But that 

machine can’t get started without the most important part of your website in 

place—a clear and compelling brand message. 
 

Visitors need to know exactly how you will help them within seconds of their 

visit. This is no time to be cute or clever. We may think of our websites as 

works of art, something to be pored over and focused on with rapt attention. 

Our visitors? Not so much. They’re tired, busy, distracted. 
 
To squeeze our way into their limited attention, we need to be clear, to 

the point, and speak in terms of their struggles and their dreams. 
 

Many coaches or consultants use phrases such as “live your best life” or “take 

things to the next level.” But what does that really mean? To the man or 

woman looking for a specific solution to their specific problem, it means 

nothing. Land Your Dream Job in 90 Days, on the other hand, speaks loudly 

and clearly to people looking for a new career. 
 

The most effective brand messages not only clarify what you do, they also set 

you apart from everyone else. At SavvyHippo, we call this a “differentiating 

value proposition,” which simply means a brand message that differentiates 

you from the others in your industry. Whatever it is that sets you apart, 

from the specific market you serve to the specific thing you do, make it 

clear in your messaging. 





Website visitors come in three basic temperatures: cold, warm, and hot. 

Hot prospects need little convincing and are ready to enroll; warm prospects 

are interested but need more time and information; cold prospects are early in 

the sales cycle, still learning about their problems and their possible solutions. 
 

Though it would be nice if all traffic was hot, the truth is that on average up to 

95% is either cold or warm. In other words, you may be losing up to 95% of 

your potential clients if all you have to offer is your paid coaching program. To 

succeed online as a coach, you must have an offer that speaks to each 

unique temperature, the first of which is the lead generator. 
 

A lead generator is a free piece of content offered to visitors in exchange for 

their name and email. This offer is ideal for cold traffic because the risk and 

commitment are minimal compared to the return. From free reports and email 

courses to cheat sheets and checklists, lead generators are everywhere online, 

and for good reason. 
 

Lead generators not only deliver value to a prospect, which produces goodwill 

and makes a strong case for your ability as a coach, but they also allow you 

to continue the conversation over time. This is the key. 
 

If you had no way of capturing a visitor’s email address, the majority would 

come and go without a trace. By offering an enticing gift in exchange for their 

address, you get the ability to build that relationship, deliver more value, and 

make additional offers until they’re ready to book a call and enroll. 





A common mistake among coaches and consultants (and every other service 

provider) is not following up after someone has requested their lead 

generator. A visitor lands on their site, takes the time to submit their name and 

email address, receives their promised gift, and then…nothing. 
 

This mistake alone is costing service providers tens of thousands of 

dollars and wasting one of the greatest opportunities they have. 
 

Immediately after requesting a lead generator, people are primed for a deeper 

commitment. Though the initial commitment they made was small, it opened 

the door for more. In essence, they’re ready for their temperature to increase, 

but as life gets in the way that open door quickly shuts without follow up. 
 

The antidote is the autoresponder, a series of pre-written emails that 

automatically gets sent by your email marketing service to everyone who 

requests your lead generator and joins your email list. 
 

At SavvyHippo, each of our clients gets three autoresponder messages loaded 

into their email marketing service: one to deliver the promised giveaway 

(the cold traffic offer), one to promote their free session (the warm traffic 

offer), and one to promote their paid services (the hot offer). 
 

Without having to lift a finger, everyone who requests the lead generator will 

soon learn about each offer in the funnel and be given multiple opportunities 

to take the next step. It’s automation at its best. 





Every coach and consultant is told to offer a “Free Session” to entice visitors 

onto the phone and, so the hope goes, enroll in their program. This rarely 

happens. People see this type of call for what it is—a sales pitch—and 

avoid it at all costs. What you need to offer instead is a branded, benefit-rich, 

once-in-a-lifetime chance to speak with a trained expert, on the house. 
 

Free sessions are the lifeblood of a successful coaching or consulting business 

(they’re also the ideal “warm” offer). With the personal nature of your work, 

and its high price tag, a conversation is critical to guiding someone from seeing 

you as a stranger to a trusted guide. 
 

But you can’t merely pitch the call as a “Free Session.” You have to think of 

it as something so valuable that you could sell it, something so powerful that 

the free call alone could change a life because, when you do it right, it can. 
 

To truly succeed online, you need a free call that actually helps the person on 

the other end and offers tangible value. For example, at SavvyHippo we teach 

our clients to create an hour-long call that clarifies the caller’s goals, takes 

inventory of their present, identifies obstacles to moving forward, and only 

then presents their service or program as the path to success. 
 

A session like that isn’t a hidden sales call; it’s a valuable conversation that will 

leave the caller better off whether or not they enroll—and that’s why it works. 

When you have something honestly valuable to offer, people won’t avoid 

it. They’ll be eager to sign up and, most important, show up. 





With how important free sessions are to a coaching or consulting business, 

your website has to make booking a call as quick and easy as possible. The 

more steps you force visitors to go through—such as emailing you to set up a 

time to talk—the fewer calls and clients you’ll get. 
 

Fortunately there’s a simple solution: an online booking calendar. 
 

To increase your calls, you need a calendar built into your website so visitors 

can schedule their free session right then and there—no extra steps, no extra 

friction. As crazy as it may sound, seconds of delay make a difference in the 

world of websites. With an integrated calendar, the risk of delay is removed. 
 

At SavvyHippo, we use and recommend Acuity Scheduling and Calendly, 

but a quick Google search will lead you to countless options, both free 

and paid. 

 

“If I make it too easy to book a call, won’t I be talking to a lot of people who just 

want free help?” As a service provider, you can’t afford to speak with every type 

of lead that comes your way; you need to focus 100% on high-quality 

prospects who are actually interested in what you have to sell. This is why 

you need to use an application in conjunction with your calendar. 
 

Services like Acuity Scheduling allow you to ask a series of questions during the 

booking process. By asking strategic ones, you can weed out the bad leads and 

focus only on those who are ready and willing to invest in your services. 





When someone is ready to enroll in your program, you need to make the 

process as effective and efficient as possible. Like every other step, any 

friction at this point will cause a percentage of potential clients to change 

their minds and a percentage of potential income disappear. 
 

First, you need a client application integrated into your site. For the success of 

your business and for your own sanity, it’s essential that you only work with 

people who are a good fit. This leads to positive results, a positive experience, 

and consistent referrals. Letting just anyone take away a portion of your mind 

and body every week without vetting them is a recipe for frustration. 
 

An application process does something more than weed out bad prospects—it 

increases your credibility, authority, and desirability. Working with anyone 

at any time shouts to your target market that you have no standards and way 

too much free time. In other words, you must not be that good at what you do. 
 

An application, on the other hand, is a velvet rope, signaling to your audience 

that you are selective and that you are confident enough in your abilities to 

turn away the wrong clients, even though they’re ready to give you money. 
 

Second, you need a way for the right people to pay you, quickly an easily. At 

SavvyHippo, we help clients set up payment through invoicing or through 

payments forms built in their sites. With the right type of payment process 

in place, people can go from accepted applicants to paying clients in a 

matter of minutes. If there’s delay, there will be lost clients and income. 





A lead generator, autoresponder, free session, and calendar are essential 

pieces of a coaching or consulting website, but individually they fall short of 

their potential. What makes one website ten times as effective as another 

is when those pieces are combined into a seamless funnel. 
 

As you know, not all visitors arrive in the same state of mind. Some are hot, 

some are warm, and some are cold. A good service-based website allows 

people to quickly and easily choose the offer that matches their current 

temperature with obvious CTAs (calls to action) located throughout the site. 
 
But a great site links each of the offers together in way that consistently 

shifts visitors from cold to warm to hot. 
 

When done correctly—when the lead generator and autoresponder connect to 

the free session and calendar at the right time and in the right way—a website 

with mostly cold traffic can consistently generate paying clients. This can be 

the difference between a coach or consultant that goes out of business and 

one that can’t believe how well business is going. 
 

Putting each of the pieces in place is a great start. Linking them together to 

create a natural transition from one to the next is how you create a 

website that converts. 

--- 

You now know seven of my secrets to creating a website that consistently turns 

visitors into clients, but you know what’s even better than knowing what you 

need to build? Having someone else do it… 



Click Here to Learn More 

The right website can transform your business. Doing the exact same 

things you’re doing now, it can double, triple, or even 10x your results. 

But the question is: do you have the time, energy, and patience—let 

alone the marketing and technical expertise—to build it? 
 
If you’d love to have everything we covered (and a whole lot more) but 

not have to build any of it yourself, you’re in luck. At SavvyHippo, we 

specialize in one thing and one thing only: all-in-one coaching and 

consulting websites that convert. 
 
We do it all, from building every page you need to creating your lead 

generator, setting up your email marketing and online calendar, creating 

you client application and building the funnel that ties all the pieces 

together. And we do it for 1/3 the average price and in 1/10 the time. 
 
If you’re ready for a professional coaching or consulting website that has 

everything you need to turn visitors into clients—without having to do 

it yourself or hire an expensive designer—click below to learn how 

SavvyHippo can help.  

“I am delighted with my website and have learned SO much in the process. 

Thank you so much!” Samantha Savant Coaching 

https://savvyhippo.com/coaching-websites/


“Christopher and I are beaming and in happy disbelief at how 

incredibly wonderful this is. It is just so awesome. There really are 

no words to convey our gratitude. This is our third time, and we 

finally feel like we have a website that makes heart & head sense 

and feels like ‘home’.” 

“I cannot tell you how much I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE my website.  It's 

honestly way above and beyond my expectations.  A sincere thank 

you for everything....the site itself is amazing but the experience 

building it was equally as amazing. You made the process 

manageable, efficient and fun.” 

“After one call with Jason, I knew I found what I was looking for. He 

was there for me every step of the way, guiding me when I needed 

help. If you want to move your business forward and work with a 

true professional and have a world class website, I highly 

recommend Jason and SavvyHippo.” 

“Jason went absolutely above and beyond what I expected when 

creating my website. His passion for helping coaches is genuine 

and I’m thankful for his guidance and recommendations along the 

way to help me think more strategically about my website and my 

business. I fully recommend SavvyHippo.” 

Click Here to Learn More 

https://savvyhippo.com/coaching-websites/
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